A Guide to Use of the Mutual Fund Observer Site
Welcome to Mutual Fund Observer. This "User Guide" section can help you to use this site to your best advantage.
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The Big Blue Bar

Starting at the Top: Links from The Big Blue Bar
Current Commentary • Welcome • Mailing List Sign-Up • and more...
Info Regarding Mutual Fund Observer
additional Links : "What’s in a Name"? • Media Mentions • Contact Us
David Snowball’s Monthly Commentary
General Info on Funds
additional Links : Intriguing New Funds • Stars in the Shadows
Funds in Registration • Archives of Fund Alarm

•

Manager Changes

The Main Discussion Page
The Best of the Web- Some Cool Websites
General Info on Resources
additional Links : Books • Falcons’ Eye • The Navigator
the Mutual Fund Observer User Guide

• Workplace Communication

Three Simple Options for Supporting the Observer

Next- The Discussion Page
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The Discussion Page part 1
The Blue Bar and Page Header

This takes you to a new page which will show all of your activity, from the most recent.
See page 22 of this User Guide for information on this feature.

Now that you’re signed in, your User Name should appear here, and clicking on your name will take
you to your own personal User Page. The red number indicates that there are 5 replies to posts
that you have made. See page 25 for information on how to reset this number.
This will take you to a new page with a table of information concerning the managers or
management teams of selected mutual funds.
Threads with material which you haven’t yet read are highlighted in yellow :
"Mark All Viewed" will extinguish ALL of those current highlights in ALL categories.
While this cannot be "undone", subsequent posts will continue to appear as "new".
This takes you to a new page which presents a summary view of the threads and posts on the
Discussions page.
The number of threads that you have bookmarked shows here, and clicking here will show only those
threads. You can Bookmark individual discussion threads that interest you by clicking on the stars,
which then turn yellow :
As you initiate discussions , the total count will show here for you. Clicking here will take you to a
summary page containing all of your discussions.
If you have saved drafts of your work, clicking here will take you to them.
You can toggle between showing All Discussions, or only those which you haven’t yet read.

Next- Discussion Page, Part 2
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The Discussion Page part 2

2
3

1

1

4

• Clicking on F will take you to the first post in this discussion; L will take you to the last.
Following that•
the total number of posts (comments) in this thread
•
the total number of posts in this thread unread by you (highlighted in yellow).
• who started the thread
• the time or date it was started
• who the last poster is

5

• the time or date of that last post
• the Discussion category
• how many views the post has drawn.

2

You can search for words of four or more letters which have appeared in posts and
threads, but to be honest, this function can be a bit flaky.

3

Here’s where (obviously) you can start a new discussion yourself. For more on this, see page 7.

4

For info on

5

There are three Discussion categories, and you can limit your viewing to any one category,
or look at all of them.
Fund Discussions : discussions dealing ONLY with Mutual Funds (Please!)
Off-Topic Discussions : all other subjects except technical questions.
Technical Questions : questions or comments regarding the operation of the site.

6

List of Bookmarked Discussions- click on a discussion to go there.

7

Who’s hangin’ out right now.

8

From time to time, polls are taken, and they show up in this area. For more on polls, see page xx.

9

Department of Ancient History

see page 3, next. Click on

to collapse or

6

to expand this section.

7

8
Note: pages "xx" will be listed in a future revision of this guide.
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Next- The "Categories" Page
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Clicking on the

icon will take you to an entirely different page -

Clicking on these icons allows you to create bookmark folders on your browser
that will support RSS feeds from each of these discussion categories :

This seletion setup will vary depending upon your browser, but
clicking on the RSS icons should result in something similiar.

New RSS Folders
(Firefox Browser Shown)

Next- Widgets & Gizmos , and
Joining a Discussion
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Understanding some of the Widgets and Gizmos...

Some MFO Widgets,
and what they mean...

a bookmarked post
unread posts
press to expand a listing

For some of these, if you
"hover" your cursor
over the symbol an
explanation will appear.

press to contract a listing
scroll to the top of the page
scroll to the bottom of the page
go to the first post in a discussion
go to the last post in a discussion
a recent post in a discussion thread
the last post in a discussion thread
comments within a specific discussion thread that are new
s ince you last viewed that specific discussion thread

Now that we know (more or less) what to expect, lets go to a real thread and try to join a discussion...

So we click here..

Next- Joining a Discussion
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So here we are in the discussion thread -

First there’s the original post from Catch 22 ...

... and a response from Old Joe ...

... and a place for you to add your comments or questions.
For details on that, see page 9 of this User Guide.

Next- Starting a New Discussion
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Starting a New Discussion
Here’s the main Discussion page -

Which takes us to a New Discussion Layout.

NextA New
Discussion
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1 Here’s where the title will go...

2 Please be careful in your choice here:

Fund Discussions is for Mutual Funds Only
Off-Topic is for everything else except :
Technical Questions the actual operation of the MFO website.

3 For info on how to use these buttons, see page 10.
4

and of course here’s where the text will go

Fill in the boxes and your’e Good to Go!

If you don’t want to post this right now, you
can also save it as a Draft and work on it later.
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How to Post ... the basic text entry -

Notice that the text size and spacing are a bit different in the Write Comment mode and in the Preview mode.
The Preview mode shows exactly what your text will look likeafter you press the
button.

If everything looks OK, go ahead and press the Post Comment button.

Next- Getting a Little Fancy
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You can show all or parts of your text in bold, italic, underline or strikethrough typeface styles. In this example, we are going to
emphasize the phrase "something a little fancy". In the Write Comment mode, we select that phrase:

Lets try Bold first : Select the phrase and click B for bold...

... and by htm l magic <b> appears before your phrase, and </b> after.

All of this stuff that we're going to be doing uses a few html (Hypertext Markup Language) instructions.
Because some very dedicated MFO folks spent a lot of time making things easy, we don't have to know much about that at all.
In case you're curious, <b> starts the bold part, and </b> ends it.
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Switching to the Preview mode we see that "something a little fancy" is now shown in bold :

and of course the Italic, Underline, and
Strikethrough buttons work the same way...

... which leaves the C button. What the heck
does that do?

Well, it looks like pressing the "C" button puts <code> and </code> in there ...
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... and taking a preview look we see that now the text looks lie this :

The selected text is now highlighted, and also in a new font. This stylization is used by programmers to indicate html coding.
If you'd like to know more about using html, there's a handy link
right in the text box that will take you to a very good website.

BUT WAIT- THERE's MORE !!!
There's three more buttons to play with!

Let's take the last one first.
This one is called "block quote", and it allows for even more coolness in your text formatting.
It can be used to select a block of text and reposition it so as to make it really stand out.

In this example we're going to deal with the word group selected as shown:
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After selection, we press the button, and the html blockquote commands appear:

Switching to the Preview mode, we see that the selected text is now indented and spaced by itself.

Additionally, it now has a light grey background.
All of this is very handy for really emphasizing a block of text.
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Its also possible to combine some of these things. For instance, if we had italicized this text before blockquoting, the
result would have looked like this:

How's that for cool?

BUT WAIT- THERE’s EVEN MORE !!!
Let's play with graphics!!

Next- Inserting Graphics
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This button allows us to post a picture in the text box, as long as that picture has a valid web address.
For this illustration, we are going to copy the web address / location of a graphic that the Wall Street Journal
currently has posted on their Market Data Center page.
From the Market Data Center site where the pictures are located, we need to obtain the web addressing information
so that we can copy it back to the Mutual Fund Observer (MFO) text box. This procedure will vary somewhat
depending upon your web browser, but the general process will be similiar. For example, in the Firefox browser
there is a right mouse-button command to copy the image location:

Going to the Market Data Center website, we click on this graphic-

and Copy the Image Location.

Back at MFO we use the keyboard "enter" or "return" key to space down a line or two, to allow for some room ...

so now the cursor is positioned about here ...
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And we then press the "picture button"...

And depending upon your browser, a box similiar to these will appear.

... into which we paste the Image Location information which was previously copied from the Wall Street Journal graphic .

Don't worry if the URL info doesn't seem to fit ... it will be OK.
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And now we can see that the text box has acquired some more html code :

Switching to Preview for a quick look -

And now our post shows the graphic in addition to the other text!
Viola !! ( OK, OK! Voilà, if you're a traditionalist, French, or just uptight)

Next- Inserting a Link into your post
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Finally, we'll use the remaining button to do something very similiar: reference your MFO text box to another entire website.

Many MFO members like to refer (link) to other web pages or
articles of interest in their posts. You can simply copy and paste
the URL from the referenced site into the MFO text box, and that
actually works just fine. But here's a more professional way.
First, let's talk a little about URLs :
A URL (Uniform Resource Locator) is simply the "address" of any particular web page. In your browser, it's the
string of mumbo-jumbo in the "address box" at the top of your browser page. For example, one of the the
URLs for Mutual Fund Observer is:

And another for a current Wall Street Journal MarketWatch article on hurricane Isaac is:

In our browser we'll go to that Market Watch article on hurricane Isaacs, and just like we did with the graphic
location paste, we copy the URL address from the box at the top of the browser page.
For this, just select (highlight) the URL and use the usual "Copy" command:

Back at MFO, here's our basic text box (with some new text, for a change) and again we'll use the "enter" or "return" key
to space down a line or two, allowing for some space between our existing text and the new link. ...

so again the cursor is positioned about here ...
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... and now type in a name for the link that we are making. We'll simply call this link "MarketWatch Article":

Then we "select" this phrase by highlighting it with the cursor...
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... then press the button ...

And again, a box similiar to one of these will appear.

http://marketwatch.com/story/gulf-r
http://marketwatch.com/story/gulf-recovers-in-isaacs-

And we paste in the MarkerWatch URL, just like we did for the graphic.
Be careful not to paste over the http:// header- it MUST be there.
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Now the URL has been attached to our article name...

And we go to Preview to check the whole thing out ...

Hey - a Link !! Looking Good !!
That's the whole thing. Practice doing this stuff a couple of times and soon your posts will look as good as the best of them.

Thanks to Catch 22 for help on this topic.

Next- Conversations and the Inbox
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Conversations and the Inbox

1 From any page, click on "Inbox" to get to this , your inbox page.

2
Push zee button...

3 ... and this box appears.
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Conversations and the Inbox (2)

Fill it in ...

... and send it:

If someone has sent you a conversation ...
1 Small red flags will appear on your header bar ... one for the "Inbox", and one for "Notifications"
2 You click on your Inbox ...
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Conversations and the Inbox (3)

3 Sure enough - there’s the message that you really didn’t want to see.
4 Click on Old_Joe there to go to his message ...

5 The Inbox indicator has automatically reset.

6 But the Notifications indicator has not.

7 From here you can send him an answer, if you two are still speaking.

8
You can also involve
someone else in this
conversation if you want to.

Next- Resetting the Notifications Indicator
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Resetting the Notifications Indicator
We’re back on the Discussions page now, and we want to reset this Notification indicator. Actually, that can be done from any page.
1

So we click here ...

2 Which takes us to our notifications page...

3

Where we click on the Notifications Tab

4 And now all of the indicators are reset.

Next- Your Personal Profile
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The Personal Profile Page

Click Here to get to this page.

!

Here is where you can:

!

• make changes to your personal profile
• change, edit or remove your picture
• change your password
• edit your account information
• change your preferences
• make yourself "invisible" to the "Who’s Online" listing

Shows a list of your activity, from most recent ...
Shows a list of those Discussions which you have initiated, from most recent ...
Shows a list of your comments, from most recent ...

These are your
preference settings
for email or popup
notification.
Other members have
a small degree of
access to your
personal page...
they can only view
very limited
information, but they
can also leave you a
message there.
This is called "writing
on your wall".

Next- Your Personal Pages
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Your Personal Pages - Notifications, Activity, Discussions and Comments
These four pages are all very similar. They are your pages where you can see various activity listings Notifications - your interactions with other board members. (The Notifications page is shown below as an example.)
Activity - your own activity.
Discussions - Discussions that you have initiated.
Comments - Comments that you have made.
Please note that other members may also see all of these pages except Notifications.

Next- Joining the Forum
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Joining the Forum:

1.

2.

Start here...

3.

You’ll be advised by email when your
application is approved. After approval, you
can go ahead and sign in...

The "Apply for Membership" button will bring up this
new screen. Fill out the short form and press "Apply"
to submit your application to the membership panel.

4.

which will bring up this little screen
where you can enter your email
address and password:

Pressing "Sign In" will now take you to the
main Discussion page. Checking "Keep me
signed in" will allow continued access
without going through the sign-in all over
again.

Important Note: Mutual Fund Observer checks a "cookie"
from your browser to verify your identity.
Your browser must be set to accept cookies for this to work.
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